
5/15/2012 I am a major journalist on the inside track and have confirmed the attack is imminent. I have to
remain anonymous, and sacrificed this web site for the purpose of showing the hard truth about Iran, and
hopefully, with a true public awareness of reality, peace will prevail. Please re-post and link these pictures
everywhere, TIME IS SHORT, AND KNOWLEDGE IS PEACE.

The real Iran
Many people have posted pictures of Iran to "dispel the myth" that Iran is a backwards country with people who
need to be "liberated". They then proceed to perpetuate that myth with pictures of goats and barns and other B.S.

I won't do that here. The fact of the matter is that a majority of Iranians live at least as well as Americans.
Iran is a first world country which aside from mandating women wear a head scarf (and men not walk
around half naked), actually allows people to live their lives as they wish with far less interference than in
America. That's the real truth about Iran, and the following pictures PROVE IT.

This is Tehran

This is the city that Iran built the nuclear reactor for
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Notice, more so than Americans, the people are INDIVIDUALS - it's OBVIOUS!



This is another major Iranian city



Another Iranian city



Here are some BADLY BEATEN Iranian women (according to CNN)



Here is Tehran at night



Another shot of Tehran

Here are some Iranian goat herders



Here are the "tents" they live in.



If America goes in and destroys these people it will be one of the greatest crimes the world has ever
witnessed. The best kept secret in the world is Iran. This nation has stood up to Israel and the "elite" and
maintained it's national integrity. This is the true free world, where the people don't get jammed into the
corporate monoculture and do the bidding of the zionist banks. Despite severe sanctions placed on them,
they have flourished because they are a people of a very high caliber.

Iran has NEVER attacked a neighbor, all wars in modern history that the Iranians got involved in were
defensive, unlike America and Israel, which are the two nations of the world that have proven repeatedly
over and over and over and over and over and over again that it is THEY that are the terrorists, indeed, the
world fears America, and for a very good reason. Iraq was VERY similar to Iran, and has been bombed to
sand after doing nothing to deserve it. How much do you think they love us for it? Think a nation like this
is built for free?

Question: Do you think these people want to be LIBERATED by America? Do you think they dream about
living in New York?



_______________________________________________


